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Remote Control
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No climbing required
BY BOB CLARE
www.lancashirewalks.com

I

t is not always necessary
to climb the peaks to
enjoy great views. This
walk from Goosnargh
offers the walker the
wonderful scenery of Beacon
Fell and the Bowland Hills
without the effort of scaling a
peak.
Directions: 1. From the
corner of the village green at
the junction of Church Lane
and Goosnargh Lane walk
along Goosnargh Lane leaving
the village. Just under half-amile turn right on to a broad
drive at Swainson’s House
(the home of Goosnargh
Duck!). This leads on to a farm
track. Keep on it as it leads
to a complex of buildings at
Middleton Hall. At a metal gate
before the buildings, turn left
over a metal step stile. At first
keep to the hedgerow on the
right, but at a pond bear left
crossing the corner to a metal
gate. Now in a large field follow
the obvious footpath across
it to a gateway. Through this
follow the path as it nears farm
buildings at Little Westfield.
When you reach the drive
follow it left reuniting you
with Goosnargh Lane.
Turn right. In 200yds reach
the junction with Langley
Lane. Turn left then almost
immediately right on to a farm
drive. Keep on this to reach
Barton House. Turn right on a
drive just in front of it. Keep on
the drive for 500yds to arrive
at an ancient cross.
2. The base of the cross is
ancient but the cross itself is
a recent replacement. Cross
the lane to follow a drive to
Cross House Farm. Here

weave through the buildings
to a track on the far side.
Follow this as it takes you
towards Westfield Brook.
Just before the track dips to
the brook go through a gate
and take a footpath to the left
which goes down to cross the
brook further along and then
climbs right over a rise and
then down towards Sparling
Brook. Go over the stile and
immediately turn right
(ignore a footbridge to the
left) and continue on the right
side up along a wooded valley
to reach a field just before
Blake Hall. When you reach
the drive turn right and follow
it to Langley Lane. Turn left
and then quickly turn left
again over a stile leading into
fields. Cross to another stile,
then down to a gate and then
angle right up hill towards

right hand edge of trees. Dip
down left to join a sandy track
that crosses the brook and
leads uphill. Where the track
levels out turn right in front of
a gateway and then in 50yds
turn left over a stile into a
green lane. This leads on to
LatusHallcomplex.Whenyou
reach the drive follow it all the
way to Bilsborrow Lane. Turn
right to enter the attractive
village of Inglewhite.
3. From the green and its
ancient cross pass the Green
Man into Silk Mill Lane. After
passing a small chapel on
the left turn left at the next
property on a footpath that
crosses its yard between the
house and garage to a stile
leading into fields. Follow the
track to right and immediately
turn left and go down the
right hand side of hedge to

cross Factory Brookby a
footbridge and then continue
to Inglewhite Road. Turn right
and then after 50yds right
again onto a bridleway leading
past Colbourn House. The
state of the drive downgrades
to a rough track as it crosses
a Brook and then improves
passing Inglewhite Lodge
to arrive on Langley Lane.
Turn right and then left into
Curwen Lane. As the road
bends left turn right over a
stile on a footpath leading
across fields with hedgerow
to the left.When you reach
Langley Lane (again!) turn left.
At the next bend turn left on
to a private road leading past
Goosnargh Lodge. Keep on this
drive which becomes a track
to cross a large footbridge.
After this pass Middleton Hall
briefly re-joining the outward
track. Three hundred yards
from the complex take a
footpath on the left by a stile
next to a metal gate. Follow the
hedge on the right and cross
a difficult stile and aim for a
wooden footbridge, and then
bear right to a field corner.
From here follow a fence
towards the grounds of a large
property. On reaching the
drive turn left to go back on to
Goosnargh Lane and left again
for the village.
l Walk devised by Ann and
Andy Luscombe.

Factfile
START: Close to the Grapes pub
and church on the village green.
PR3 2BH
DISTANCE: 8 miles, 13k
TIME: 3½-4 hours
GRADE: Easy
MAP: OS Explorer 286 Blackpool
& Preston

Kay Day, family mediator, awaits the arrival of clients at Surrey
Family and Mediation Services

BREAKING UP
IS HARD TO DO

T

he United
Kingdom
is about to
launch itself
into a messy
divorce from the European
Union.
We have done the
equivalent of walking out
on a 40-year relationship
and are now living in a
bedsit above a butcher’s
shop while we divide the
assets.
We’ve refused the
offer of counselling and
gone straight for the
decree nisi, while Europe
refuses to give us the
copper-bottomed pan set,
the painting we bought
on that holiday in the
Dordogne and our box set
of Eurovision CDs.
And so we head for the
offices of the mediator,
who will try to help us
divide the nick-nacks,
souvenirs and general
tat we have accumulated
together.
To get a flavour of
how those negotiations
may go, we watch Mr v
Mrs: Call The Mediator
(BBC2, Tuesdays, 9pm),
and it makes for very
uncomfortable viewing.
This fly-on-the-wall
documentary follows
three couples through the
process of mediation at
the offices of the National
Family Mediation Service.
These three pairings
have already split, and
have no intention of
getting back together –
although Nichola and
Martin, a couple arguing

over their access to their
two sons, don’t seem to
have got that message, as
they seem to have a shortlived, and very angry,
reconciliation halfway
through the process.
Sue and Peter are
trying to divide up their
assets after a 28-year
marriage, a process made
more difficult by Sue’s
new partner.
The new partner,
80-year-old Bernard –
the Nigel Farage of this
particular story – has been
telling Sue that she needs
to fight for everything
that she can, despite the
fact they live in Bernard’s
million-pound house.
This has led to anguish
for Sue, whose youngest
son refuses to speak to
her, and torment for exhusband Peter, who may
have to sell the family
home to pay Sue her share.
When watching them
together in the mediator’s
office, the words that
spring to mind about
these couples all end in
-nt: truculent; petulant;
recalcitrant; intransigent.
It’s when they are
interviewed separately
that you see they have –
however wrong-headedly
– their own fears, needs
and thoughts.
One of the mediators,
Kay, says: “Sitting down to
try and resolve a dispute
with your partner is very
sensible. It’s also very
brave.”
I guess we’re all going
to have to be brave now.

